What current and missing data can
teach us about medication errors
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Medication errors have been a leading
cause of preventable harm for decades.
Assiri and colleagues report that the cost
of medication error worldwide exceeds
$42 billion, or approximately 5%–6% of
all hospitalisations.1 While this topic has
been closely studied since its first appearance in scientific literature in 1953,2 the
problems continue to evolve alongside
changes to the medication-
use system.
The medication-use system is a function
of many elements. Widespread transitions
from paper-
based to electronic health
records have affected drug ordering
and prescribing, documentation, transcribing, dispensing, administering and
monitoring in ways that challenge traditional approaches to reducing errors that
predate electronic records.3 In addition,
the introduction of over 7000 branded
small molecules or biologics, generics and
biosimilars that overlap numerous therapeutic areas increased dependence on
specialty care for people with multiple
chronic conditions, and navigating transitions throughout the range of primary to
quaternary care have all complicated the
ability of health systems to manage individual patient medication needs safely.4
Thus, solutions to address common
medication errors 10 or 20 years ago
may quickly become outdated in our fast-
paced healthcare sector.
Medication errors can either be intercepted prior to reaching the patient or
produce adverse drug events (ADEs)
ranging from benign to life-threatening.
Concerning prevalence rates of ADEs in
hospitalised patients have been reported
at 3.22% in the UK, 4.78% in Germany
and 5.64% in the USA.5 For a country
the size of the USA, the US Food and
Drug Administration reports that this
rate represents over 100 000 ADEs per
year. However, these data relate only to
the more severe ADEs: those resulting
in death, a life threatening health state,

hospitalisation, disability or birth defect.6
These figures therefore encapsulate pain
and suffering as captured in administrative data but do not include the multitude
of patients who missed one or more days
of work or school, developed symptoms
necessitating an outpatient or emergency
room visit, induced long-term harm, or
the attendant health system costs. The
data therefore give only part of the overall
picture.
In contrast, based on a comprehensive
analysis of UK data, the study by Elliott
and colleagues in this issue attempts to
illustrate the true full impact of medication errors and the associated risk of
ADEs.7 Of the 237 million medication
errors estimated to occur in England
each year, 66 million are potentially clinically significant and result in 181 thousand hospital days and 1708 deaths at
the cost of £98 million to the National
Health Service. However, the aetiology
and factors influencing medication errors
that lead to these ADEs exceed ‘ubiquitous medicine use’ in the country; that is,
the causes of ADEs are multifaceted. In
this case, comprehensive improvement
of the medication-
use system should
not be overlooked—and its multifaceted
nature is likely to require the execution
of quality improvement initiatives across
many domains.
Elliott and colleagues break down medication errors by stage within the medication-
use system to highlight the degree
to which these issues are multifaceted. It
comes as little surprise that across primary
care, secondary care and care homes,
prescribing, dispensing, administration
and monitoring errors are prominent.
However, the degree to which data are
missing is also concerning and therefore
may underestimate the prevalence and
costs of medication errors. How can any
health system, let alone an entire National
Health Service devise best practices to
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reduce medication errors when data that present
a substantial proportion of variability in ADEs are
missing? ‘No UK data available’ in tables throughout
Elliott and colleagues’ paper (ie, no comparable UK
data were available for particular settings, such as
care homes) is as insightful as the numbers that are
displayed since it presents an opportunity to improve
quality of care informed by an investment in better
data, among other needs.
As with any quality improvement initiative, beginning with a framework to reduce ADEs as a result of
medication error requires an established structure.8
The ‘five rights’ of medication administration offer
health systems one potential structure on which to
ensure individuals receive the right treatment to maximise clinical benefit and minimise harm: the right
patient, the right drug, the right dose, the right route
and the right time.9 Building from these principles,
it becomes apparent that methods and technologies
for interdiction of medication error and preventable
ADEs are still being refined along with variability in
execution. Relatively simple solutions such as clear
prescription labelling and safe packaging, multiple
prescriber and pharmacy tracking to capture drug
interaction risk, along with information sharing and
advances in drug therapy stewardship, are examples
of processes around which to build a quality improvement programme from the five rights structure that
may achieve reduced rates of ADEs.4 Further targeting
of these improvements within health system components where medication errors are most common, such
as ambulatory and primary care settings and transitions of care, would represent efficient use of healthcare resources to reduce ADEs.1
By addressing issues in primary care and outpatient
settings, the healthcare sector would also minimise
the number of ADEs that result in more expensive
secondary, tertiary and quaternary care, thereby
increasing the probability of additional drug–drug
interactions or other risks of medication errors.
Further to this are settings and spaces where prescription practices are engaged, fulfilled and monitored.
Providers and pharmacists rarely coexist in the same
clinical settings in primary, outpatient and ambulatory care as they do in tertiary and quaternary care
where the medical community has already recognised
the importance of including pharmacists in patient
rounds to review and reconcile medication errors.10
Past studies have noted that when the pharmacist
is part of a clinical team to address patient needs
within complex medication strategies, reductions in
ADEs can be achieved throughout various healthcare
settings.11–13 While the physically aligned presence
of providers and pharmacists may not be as straightforward to facilitate in primary and outpatient care,
increased telecommunication throughout the medication use process, including computer order entry
and medication reconciliation, could resolve issues
90

that may otherwise lead to medication errors and
subsequent ADEs.
As the research of Elliott et al7 and other findings
highlight, ADEs are a costly, harmful issue that remains
prevalent in global healthcare. The added complexity
created by layering healthcare delivery across many
settings of primary and specialty care creates gaps in
communication where prescribers lack means or availability to actively communicate with pharmacists to
identify and resolve potential medication errors. The
sheer increase in volumes of prescription medications
that outpaces process efficiencies also challenges the
ability of these two stakeholders to communicate
directly on a per-
patient basis. However, medication reviews focused on patients who take multiple
prescriptions, have debilitating long-term conditions
or have recently experienced acute decompensation
that could make them particularly vulnerable to repeat
episodes are an important focus for whom to narrow
the degree of communication by default over medication review.14
Beyond these suggestions for quality improvement
based on current information, the study by Elliott
and colleagues highlights the need for additional data
to further direct efforts towards efficient means of
sustaining reduced ADE rates. Missing data are prevalent throughout the field of ADE outcomes, either
because medication errors fail to meet the threshold
that institutions such as the US Food and Drug Administration set for a sentinel event or because such errors
go completely unnoticed without being recorded as an
episode within the health system. Many nations facing
the reality of spending millions on ADEs could more
proactively invest in improved reporting systems to
precisely capture medication errors data, and which
instances lead to minor as opposed to major ADEs,
and the systems and clinical factors predicting them.
These investments in better and broader data collection and quality improvement programme implementation often frighten away health system directors
who fail to recognise the balance between action
and reaction. Elliott and colleagues’ expected value
of the economic burden of ADE is almost certainly
an underestimate. If much of the data on ADEs are
missing from the UK system, especially at transitions
of care, and other ADEs go under-reported, then the
current estimate of £98 million per annum is lower
than the true medical and societal cost of this issue,
including non-monetary clinical disutility. The alternative cost scenario that Elliott and colleagues present
in the range of £728 million per annum is perhaps a
more realistic figure and one that justifies spending on
quality improvement programming to offset hundreds
of millions in avoidable costs.
Thus, reporting systems that captures a wider range
of ADEs, coupled with improved modes of communication between providers and pharmacists, as well as
a systematic effort to conduct root cause analysis that
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assist health systems to identify the nature of ADEs and
evaluate potential solutions, are possibly cost-effective
investments.15 The value of this information is imperative to inform more elaborate systems of medication
management and target points of communication
between providers and pharmacists to reconcile potential instances of medication error.16 Putting a learning
health system model into place such as this—perhaps
facilitated by machine learning—makes it more likely
that damaging medication errors become more a part
of our past history than an issue that the medical literature continues to review.
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